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2020NEW PRODUCTS

WE GIVE
SECURITY
A NEW
FACE

Authorized dealer - Dealer

We design and produce professional safety system 
to provide our customers all the protection they 

need. Intelligent, easy to install and user-frien-
dly. Our new system are a design result com-

bining aesthetics and functionality suitable 
for residential and commercial site.

Mainly they are incredibly safe. The bus 
wired connection, radio dual band, the 
non-commercial frequencies interfe-
rence immuneand the GSM / GPRS con-
nection offer a great protection against 
malfunction and break-in attempts.

The new Select Hub allows to associate the 
sensors to the video surveillance system’s ca-

meras it will manage fast and selectively the 
captured video files.

Finally, through the Select Cloud and our Apps, custo-
mers can monitor and configure dynamically protected 

areas. Installers can monitor the correct functioning of the 
systems installed.

When you choose Select, you choose the difference. A 
truly professional product, reliable and fully made in Italy.
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MAIN FEATURES
Hybrid panel - Wired & Wireless:
• 64 zones, dual band radio, quad-frequency, 16 keyfobs and sirens supported
• 4 zones on board (8 in triple balance) Wired and expandable to 36 (72 in triple balance)
Graphic display with touch keypad
Outputs::
• 4 open collectors expandable to 11
• 7 relays, using expansions on RS485 Bus
• Management of one RS485 BUS for keypads, I / O expanders, radio expanders, inserters, 

bus sirens, bus power suppliers and GSM bus module connection
Integrated voice synthesis for local speaker message or via GSM module, remotely manageable
OC electronic outputs and programmable relays availability 
Immediate data transfer and settings thanks to storage on SD Card and EEPROM 
Diagnostic system for checking the optimal parameters, including the GSM signal, 
of each individual part of the panel
Integrated field meter for interference detection

PROGRAMMING
In local:
• via keypad
• via serial port connection with mini USB and SW Select Configurator
• Storage of integral programming data  on EPROM and SDCARD removable in case of need 
Remotely:
• via GSM, IP Ethernet module, WIFI module and SW Select Configurator

APP
Select SMS (requires GSM module)
Select Home (requires IP or GSM module on Cloud mode)
Select Pro (requires IP or GSM module on Cloud mode)

SW PERFORMANCE
• 2000 events
• 8 areas with 8 programs per area
• 48 schedules
• 2 keyboards     
• 9 scenarios

SELECT 
CONFIGURATOR
We have developed a 
configuration software 
simple and fast for set all 
the parameters safety 
system. Select configurator 
can be used by connecting 
the computer directly to 
the device from configure 
or via remote connection, 
with all the security offered 
by Cloud Select. Only one 
software and interface for 
all ours systems.

MAIN FEATURES
Graphic display
Capacitive touch keypad with proximity sensor
4 signaling LED
Loudspeaker for voice messaging
Anti-opening and anti-removal tamper
Connectable to the 485 BUS of all Select panels
2 programmable input zones (4 in triple balance)

SELECT PRO
Designed for official Select installers network is 

a dedicated application to monitor the installed 
system operation. A real-time access that simplifies 

and speed up assistance to supported customers, 
reassuring them on the actual operation of their 

panels, maintaining  strong and long relationship.

WIRELESS MULTIFUNCTION SENSOR
The DB811-CL sensor is a small concentrate of technology. Dual Band FSK 
Wireless communicationwith Unica Cloud and DB Cloud panels. The sensor 
manages a wired connection to an additional sensor equipped with magnetic 
detector and  accelerometer detects vibrations, breaks and  space displacements 
With anti-opening and anti-removal tamper, powered by lithium battery.

MAIN FEATURES
Dual Band FSK radio sensor for Unica Cloud and DB Cloud control units
Opening detector by magnetic sensor (included)
Integrated accelerometer for breaks, vibration, rotation detections
Management of a second wired independent special sensor *
Anti-opening and anti-removal tamper
Lithium battery (SBT01P)

* possibility to connect both common nc sensors and fast sensors such as Shutters, Seismic, etc.
having integrated pulse counter with sensitivity adjustments via DIP switches

WIRELESS SENSOR
The DB808 sensor is small and efficient. Compatible to all panels and dual band 
RF modules. The sensor communicate intrusion signals in FSK modulation
Equipped with an anti-opening and anti-removal tamper.
Powered by lithium battery

MAIN FEATURES
Dual Band FSK radio sensor usable with all Dual Band control units and receivers
Opening detector by magnetic sensor (included)
Anti-opening and anti-removal tamper
Lithium battery (SBT01P)
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HYBRID PANEL - WIRED & WIRELESS
DB CLOUD is our new hybrid system where functionality and aesthetic research come together in a device with 
superior performance. The capacitive keypad lights up automatically thanks to a proximity sensor
and allows, together with the display and the 4 LED, a simple and pleasant interaction

CONNECTION HUB
Select Hub is an intelligent device integrating alarm sensors and surveillance cameras to record selectively the 
significant events and send them to SELECT HOME App in push mode.
The device activates the cameras associated with the sensors that generated an event and manage the file 
transmission remotely.

SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS
A security system must first of all be efficient, but it must also be simple to configure and monitor, both for the 
user and for the installer. To match these needs dedicated Software and Apps modules has been developed 
allowing users and installers computer and remotely connection.

CAPACITIVE TOUCH  KEYPAD
The new F610 and F611 graphic display and capacitive touch keypad allow you to control all BUS 485 Select 
panels. The exclusive design makes them easy to use and beautiful, while the interface allows you to perform all 
theconfiguration. A proximity sensor activate keypad and display approaching the panel. The BUS485 connects 
up to 4 inputs in triple balancing. Power and elegance in reduced dimensions. The F611 keypad, thanks to the 
integrated dual band module, allows management of radio zones, radio sirens and radio controls.

F611 - DUAL BAND
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SELECT HOME
It is the application dedicated 

to who chose to protect 
themselves with a Select security 

systems. Available for both IOS 
that Android, provides a real time 

access to the panels providing 
supervision and settings capabilities  

wherever you are. Furthermore, provides 
direct access to video surveillance system 

and video events recordings.

SELECT SMS
In addition to the ability to arm / disarm  the GSM /GPRS allows you 
to receive SMS notifications on your smartphone, even when the 
router or internet connection are temporarily disabled.
System keep you always in control and relaxed.
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GSM/GPRS

GSM 4G LTE

IP Ethernet

IP WiFi
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